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Figure 1: DeepDraper: We propose a 3D garment draping method which generalizes to (a) different garment styles and body
shape variations, and (b) can drape 3D garment on 3D human body of an arbitrary shape, pose and garment styles. In (b), the
SMPL body shape and pose parameters are estimated using ViBE [20]. A bulge around stomach can be seen in the case of
TailorNet, while DeepDraper predicts accurate folds and wrinkles. Our model is ∼ 10× smaller in memory size, and ∼ 23×
faster than the closest state-of-the-art TailorNet [32] method. Refer supplementary for more qualitative results.

Abstract

Draping a 3D human mesh has garnered broad interest
due to its wide applicability in virtual try-on, animations,
etc. The 3D garment deformations produced by the existing
methods are often inconsistent with the body shape, pose,
and measurements. This paper proposes a single unified
learning-based framework (DeepDraper) to predict gar-
ment deformation as a function of body shape, pose, mea-
surements, and garment styles. We train the DeepDraper
with coupled geometric and multi-view perceptual losses.
Unlike existing methods, we additionally model garment de-
formations as a function of standard body measurements,
which generally a buyer or a designer uses to buy or de-
sign perfect fit clothes. As a result, DeepDraper signifi-
cantly outperforms the state-of-the-art deep network-based
approaches in terms of fitness and realism and generalizes
well to the unseen style of the garments. In addition to
that, DeepDraper is ∼ 10 times smaller in size and ∼ 23
times faster than the closest state-of-the-art method (Tailor-
Net), which favors its use in real-time applications with less
computational power. Despite being trained on the static
poses of the TailorNet [32] dataset, DeepDraper general-

izes well to unseen body shapes, poses, and garment styles
and produces temporally coherent garment deformations
on the pose sequences even from the unseen AMASS [25]
dataset.

1. Introduction
Dressing digital humans in 3D [16, 24, 32] have gained

much attention due to its use in online shopping, virtual try-
on, gaming, 3D content generation etc. Online shopping
of clothes provide consumers the comfort of the home, and
they get access to a wide range of the latest products with-
out going to the physical stores. However, it has one major
limitation: it does not enable buyers to try clothes physi-
cally, which results intoa high return/exchange rate due to
the cloth fitting issues [29]. The concept of virtual try-on
helps to resolve that limitation. It allows buyers to visu-
alize any garment on its 3D avatar as if they are wearing
it. The two important factors that a buyer considers while
deciding to purchase a particular garment are its fitting and
appearance. In a virtual try-on setup, a person can infer a
particular garment’s fitness by looking at the folds and wrin-
kles in various poses and the gap between the body and the



garment in the rendered image or video.
Physics-Based Simulation (PBS) [36, 35, 54] has always

been the first choice for generating accurate and realistic
cloth draping over a human body. The PBS considers many
factors while simulating garments over a human body, mak-
ing it computationally expensive and non-ideal for real-time
/web-based applications. Additionally, a PBS-based gar-
ment simulation pipeline requires expert knowledge to de-
sign the garment and tune the parameters to get the desired
results. The involvement of an expert further increases the
cost, and, therefore, it is not scalable.

In contrast to the computational expensive PBS-based
methods, the learning-based methods have gained much
attention due to their speed and less manual intervention.
These methods learn to predict the garment deformation and
draping using PBS-based ground-truth data. We can model
deformation/animation of a garment on a human body as a
function of three important factors: the human body shape,
the human body pose and the garment style (e.g., long T-
shirt, short T-shirt). Several methods [40, 17, 12, 47, 32]
learn garment deformation as a function of one or two of
the above factors. While the method in [49] focus on pre-
dicting garment style keeping the pose fixed, the method in
[40] and the GarNet [17] models the garment deformation
as a function of body shape and its pose. The DeepWrin-
kles [21], and the method in [12] drapes clothes on a fixed
body shape. Moreover, the pose retargeting of DeepWrin-
kles [21] works when new poses are similar to ones included
in the training dataset. Apart from body pose and shape, a
garment also varies a lot in its style, e.g., a t-shirt can have
different variations along its length or sleeve length. Due to
these variations, different garment styles deform differently
on different body shapes and poses. Therefore, the models
trained on single garment style [21, 40, 15] have restricted
use. Furthermore, the methods [15, 17] that do not consider
different garment styles in their modeling process tend to
produce over-smooth results.

To alleviate these problems, a recent method Tailor-
Net [32] learns the garment deformation as a function
of body shape, pose, and garment style. The realistic
draping results from TailorNet compared to the method
in [40] show the importance of considering the garment
style in the garment modeling. However, Tailornet has
several limitations. Firstly, TailorNet learns one garment
deformation model to predict one smooth low-frequency
geometry, 20 shape-style specific garment deformation
models to capture high-frequency geometry and a RBF
kernel which mixes these 20 models to produce final high
frequency component of the garment. The fixed number
(20) of shape-style specific mixtures makes the method
sensitive towards the number of such components (see Fig.
5). Moreover, since each of the 20 shape-style specific
models learned separately, it defeats the purpose of jointly

modeling all the variations in style, body shape, and poses.
Secondly, Tailornet fails to generalize beyond the range
of body shape and garment style parameters available in
the dataset and the training (see Fig. 2). Finally, Tailornet
requires training a new shape-style specific high-frequency
predictor and shape-style specific mixture weight predictor
with every new shape and style that are not in the range of
parameters in the dataset used. Adding a new shape-style
specific predictor will further increase the overall size and
the inference time of the TailorNet, which is not suitable
for portable devices with limited computing power.

In this paper, we overcome these limitations and present
a single unified model to learn the garment deformation as
a function of body shape, pose, measurements, and garment
style. Unlike mixture based approach, we use multi-view
perceptual losses to capture the high-frequency geometry of
garment deformation. The perceptual loss has been shown
effective in image synthesis tasks [30, 50]. We leverage the
shading of the folds and wrinkles captured in the multi-view
rendered images to guide the network to learn the high-
frequency geometry. We use the standard normal map rep-
resentation of the t-shirt for rendering multi-view images as
shown in Fig. 3. Our method differs from method like [21]
which again uses un-wrap normal UV-mapping of low res-
olution (LR) normal maps obtained from blend shape, and
high resolution (HR) normal maps obtained from the scans.
Instead of the separate LR/HR UV-map, we drape the nor-
mal mapped t-shirt on the 3D human body in an arbitrary
pose and render images from multi-view to capture shading
due to lighting. Finally, we propose to use the standard body
measurements such as the size of bust, hip waist, sleeve,
etc. Fig. 4(c). Generally, a buyer uses these measurements
to buy perfect fit clothes, or a designer uses them to design
perfect fit clothes. In our approach, we automatically com-
pute these measurements from the SMPL [22] and use them
as an additional factor of variations, which helps improve
the fitting of the final predicted garment while maintaining
the realism. In Fig. 5 we show a comparison with the Tai-
lorNet in the context of garment fitting.

Our main contributions in this paper are:

• A unified deep neural network that learns a garment
deformation as a function of body shape, measure-
ments, pose and garment style.

• Our method couples the geometric and the perceptual
constraints to efficiently learn the high frequency com-
ponents (wrinkles and folds) of garment deformation.

• We demonstrate the impact of considering the standard
body measurements in modeling garment deformation
on the fitting of the final predicted garment.



DeepDraper TailorNet

Figure 2: Comparison between DeepDraper and TailorNet
on an unseen body pose from AMASS dataset and gar-
ment style. Notice the difference in the wrinkles and folds.
The garment style parameter we use in this example are
γ = [−2.75, 1.0, 0.0, 0.0]. These parameters are outside the
range of the parameters in the simulated TailorNet dataset.
While we train DeepDraper on the same dataset as Tai-
lorNet. The DeepDraper generalizes well on the garment
styles beyond the dataset. Refer, Sec. 5 for detail.

Figure 3: Multi-view perceptual loss computed between the
generated and ground-truth multi-view rendered images of
the draped T-shirt on a 3D human with arbitrary pose under
multiple lightening. Refer, Sec. 3 and 4.1 for detail.

• Our method generalization well beyond the range of
body shape, pose and garment style parameters, where
other methods like TailorNet fails or require retraining
for the new garment styles of body shape.

• Our model is ∼ 10× smaller and ∼ 23× faster method
compared to the closest state-of-the-art TailorNet [32].

2. Related Work
2.1. Garment Reconstruction and Modeling

This category of methods reconstruct the clothed human
body from the inputs.
Non-Parametric models: Recovering the whole body of a
dressed person from dynamic sequences has been studied in

[43, 13, 48]. Recently, several learning-based approaches
[27, 38, 45, 56, 39] have demonstrated the reconstruction
of combined human body and garments from input images.
The final clothed human body predicted by these methods
is not parametric, and hence the body pose and shape of the
reconstruction cannot be controlled. Although the methods
in [10, 10] have demonstrated the re-animation of captured
performances, the digital manipulation of the garment alone
is still a challenge.
Parametric models: Neophytou and Hilton[28] learns a
layered garment model on top of SCAPE[4] 3D human
body model from dynamic sequences. Yang et al.[51] train
a model to regress a PCA-based representation of clothing.
Another set of methods[1, 2, 3, 2, 7, 57] models the garment
geometry as an offset over the SMPL[22] 3D human body
mesh. These methods can change the final reconstruction’s
pose and shape using the deformation model of the underly-
ing SMPL body. Recently generative approaches to model
the garments have also been proposed in [24, 11]. The re-
constructed or generated garments can be used to dress a
new subject or train a data-driven model.

2.2. Garment Animation

This class of methods animate a given garment based on
a desired body pose or shape or both. Our work belongs to
this category.
Physics-Based Simulation (PBS) Approaches: The pre-
dominant approach for cloth animation is still the physics-
based simulation [5, 46, 36, 35, 41]. At the back-end, it
solves multiple-objectives to achieve realistic animation,
which makes it computationally expensive. Furthermore,
a typical PBS approach requires manual interventions, in-
cluding garment designing, placing the garment over the 3D
body, and fine-tune the parameters to get the desired results.
Re-Targeting Based Approaches: In order to achieve ac-
curate realism in rendering, several approaches re-target the
clothing captured from the scans [28, 34], RGBD videos
[52, 53], or directly from the images [1, 7] to the human
of different body shapes, keeping the body pose fixed. An-
other set of approaches use pose aware garment deforma-
tions [21, 24, 51]. However, one major limitation of these
approaches [21, 24, 51] is they can generalize to the body
poses similar to the training data.
Learning using Offline PBS data: The methods in this
category leverage the ground truth data, which is generated
offline by using the physics-based simulation and then learn
the garment deformations/animations. Recently, several
data-driven approaches have been proposed [32, 16, 47, 40]
which uses PBS data. These approaches vary based on the
factors considered while modeling the garment deforma-
tions. Generally, a combination of body shape, pose, and
garment style has been considered (see Table 1). The meth-
ods in [15, 40, 51] use fixed garment style. Garnet [17] pro-



poses a two-stream network to process body and garment
inputs followed by a fusion strategy to predict the final 3D
clothing. However, it tends to produce over-smooth results.
Parametric Virtual-Try-on [47] method predicts 3D drape
as a function of body shape, garment style, and material
but works for a fixed body pose. SizerNet [44] learns an
encoder-decoder network to predict 3D clothing as a func-
tion of human body shape and garment size parameters.
However, it is limited to a human body in A-pose. Deep-
Wrinkles [21] learns the pose dependent variations using
normal map, while [18] learns it as a function of displace-
ment map in the UV-space. Some methods [40, 51] learns
the pose and shape-dependent variations using multi-layer
perceptions and recurrent neural networks. All of these
methods either tend to produce over-smooth results [17], or
works for a fixed [44] or learned body pose [21] and gar-
ment style. To overcome these limitations, a recent method

Method S/D Pose
Variations

Shape
Variations

Style
Variations

Body
Measurements

DeepWrinkles[21] D ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗
Santesteban[40] D ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗
DRAPE[15] D ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗
Wang[49] S ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗
GarNet[17] S ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗
Parametric[47] S ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗
TailorNet[32]∗ S ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗
Ours S ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Table 1: Comparison of our method with the others in the
context of modeling garment deformation as a function of
various body and garment variations. Our method is the first
method to model the garment deformation as a function of
body measurements in addition to body pose, shape and gar-
ment styles. Static/Dynamic (S/D). * denote the inference
code is publicly available [33].

TailorNet [32] has considered the three factors of variations,
i.e., body shape, pose, and garment style, in modeling the
garment deformation. It decomposes the garment deforma-
tion into 1 low, and 20 high-frequency geometric compo-
nents and learns them separately. Then they combine them
using an RBF kernel to predict the final 3D draping. Since
the TailorNet has considered the three factors of variations,
its results outperform the previous approaches [40]. How-
ever, Tailornet fails to generalize beyond the range of body
shape and garment style parameters used in training (see
Fig. 2) and is also limited by the number of shape-style
specific mixture components (20).

3. Garment Modeling and Data Specifications
Notations: We use bold capital letter N to represent a ma-
trix and the respective small bold letter n to refer its row.
We refer the ith row of the matrix N as ni and its elements
as ni = [ni1, ni2, ..., nij ]. The overhat counterpart of any
row or matrix (e.g., N̂ of a matrix N) represents the corre-

sponding is predicted from the neural network. The α, β,
θ, and γ are the vectors.

This section explains the garment model and other data
specifications that we use in this work. Following the work
in [7, 34, 32], we consider our garment model is aligned
with the SMPL [22] 3D human model. The SMPL model
represents the 3D human body as a function of body pose
and shape. Mathematically, the SMPL body model [22] is
defined as follows:

SMPL(θ,β) = W(Tb(β,θ),J (β),θ,W) (1)
Tb(θ,β) = V + Bs(β) + Bp(θ) (2)

Where, W(·) is a skinning function, Tb(β,θ) is a linear
function, J (·) is the skeleton joint prediction function and
W is the blend weights of skeleton J (·). The function
Tb(·) adds the pose and shape dependent deformations Bp(·)
and Bs(·) respectively to the base template mesh vertices
V ∈ Rn×3 in a T-pose. The final SMPL model is obtained
by applying the skinning to the updated mesh vertices.

The garment mesh vertices are defined as the subset of
the SMPL mesh vertices. Let I be an indicator matrix,
whose element imn = 1, indicates that the mth garment
vertex is associated with the nth SMPL body vertex . A
particular garment style draped over an un-posed SMPL
body Tb(θ,β) is encoded as the vertex offsets O as shown
in Eq. 3. Since the garment model is aligned with the SMPL
body model, for a fix O, following others in [7, 34, 32], we
also make a simplifying assumption that clothing deforms
similarly to the underlying body Eq. 4.

Tg(θ,β,O) = I Tb(θ,β) + O (3)
G(θ,β,O) = W(Tg(θ,β,O),J (β),θ,W) (4)

Let the rows of the matrix G = G(θ,β,O) represents the
vertices of the ground truth simulated garment. We use pub-
licly available TailorNet dataset [32], and augment it with
the additional ground-truth data: standard body measure-
ments and normal mapped multi-view rendered garments.
Body Measurements: We measure the various body mea-
surements shown in Fig. 4(c) of an SMPL 3D body model
in the T-pose. These are standard body measurements that
directly affect a particular garment’s fitting on the body and
are commonly available on various online shopping web-
sites [8, 26].
Multi-view Rendering: We associate a texture to each gar-
ment vertex in G. The RGB value of the texture of a gar-
ment vertex is the function of the (x, y, z) components of
its unit normal vector. Let T be the texture matrix, where
each row ti represent the texture of the garment vertex gi.
Let Φ(·) represents the rendering function, it is composed
of a mesh rasterizer and a shader. The function Φ(·) takes
the garment vertices G, the texture T, garment mesh faces
F, camera location C and the light location L as input. The



  

Figure 4: (a)-(b) DeepDraper Training and Inference Pipeline, Refer text in Sec. 4.. (c) Standard body measurements.

output of the function Φ(·) is a rendered image. Some sam-
ple multi-view (front, back, left and right) rendered im-
ages of a t-shirt draped over a A-posed 3D human body
is shown in Fig. 3. The lights and the camera setup for
multi-view rendering is shown in Fig. 4. We implement the
function Φ(·) using PyTorch3D renderer [37], using Phong
shading and point lights. Note: all the components of the
function Φ(·) (e.g., Phong shading) are fully differentiable,
therefore, we use the same function Φ(·) for rendering the
multi-view images of the predicted garments in the Sec. 4.1.

4. DeepDraper Network
The DeepDraper training and inference pipeline is

shown in Fig. 4. Training Pipeline: Our method takes the
SMPL PCA-shape coefficient β ∈ R10 and compute the
body measurements α. For the t-shirt, we consider the body
measurements α = [m1,m2,m3,m4,m5,m6] that affects
the t-shirt fitting only (for pants see Sec. 5 ). We construct
the input X for the DeepDraper network N (·) by stacking
the body measurements α, first two coefficients [β1, β2] of
the SMPL body shape, body pose θ and the garment style
coefficients γ, X = [α, β1, β2,θ,γ]. The network predicts
the garment vertices offsets Ô and their associated unit nor-
mals N̂. The 3D garment Ĝ is constructed by applying the
skinning function as following

Ĝ = G(θ,β, Ô) = W(Tg(θ,β, Ô),J (β),θ,W) (5)

We assign a texture to the skinned garment Ĝ and render
multi-view images. As mentioned in the Sec. 3, we as-

sign texture to each predicted garment vertex t̂i as a func-
tion of its unit normal n̂i. We compute the perceptual simi-
larity loss by comparing the intermediate visual features of
rendered and generated multi-view images. In addition to
the perceptual loss, we additionally use geometric losses to
train the DeepDraper network. Inference Pipeline: During
inference, we pass the stacked input X to the DeepDraper
network to get the garment vertex offsets. We obtain the
garment vertices using the predicted vertex offsets. We ap-
ply garment skinning to the predicted garment and drape it
over the SMPL body. We can use methods like ViBE [20],
MEVA[23], SMPLify[9] to estimate the SMPL body shape
and pose parameters from an RGB image. Examples under
this setting are shown in Fig. 1 and 8. Next, we describe the
losses we use to train the DeepDraper network.

4.1. Training Losses

Geometric Losses: The geometric losses consist of L1-loss
LOL = 1

κ

∑κ
i=1 ||ôi − oi||1 on predicted garment vertex

offset with the ground-truth offset, and the cosine similarity
loss LNL = 1

κ

∑κ
i=1(1 − n̂i·ni

||n̂i||||ni|| ) on predicted vertex
normal with the ground-truth vertex normal. Here, κ is the
total number of garment vertices.

Let Ψ(·) be a function that takes the predicted garment
mesh vertices Ĝ = G(θ,β, Ô) and ground-truth mesh faces
F and output the garment mesh vertices normals N. Note
that, the normals in N = Ψ(G(θ,β, Ô),F) are computed
using the predicted garment derived from the predicted off-
sets, therefore it is different from the normals directly pre-
dicted by the network N̂. We compute a regularization loss



between N and N̂ as follows: LNReg = 1
κ

∑κ
i=1 ||n̂i−ni||2.

The regularization loss enforce the network to directly pre-
dict the vertex normals (N̂ ) that are consistent with vertex
normals conditioned on the predicted garment vertex off-
sets (N). An alternate approach could be to compute the
loss directly on the predicted garment normals. However,
in our experiments, we found our regularization choice is
more effective than computing loss directly on the predicted
garment. The rationale behind this choice is that vertex
normals are directly related to the respective vertices (off-
sets). Hence directly predicting vertex normals as an auxil-
iary task helps the network learn vertex offsets accurately.
Since the goal is to predict the offsets accurately, we predict
normal directly from the network only during the training
phase. Once trained, we remove the corresponding part of
the network and predict only the offsets during inference.
Body-Garment Collision Loss: To ensure the predicted
deformations are free from the body-garment collisions, we
use a body-garment collision penalty. Specifically, for each
predicted garment vertex say ith vertex ĝi, we find the near-
est 3D body vertex (say jth vertex) vj and its associated
normal nj . The body-garment collision loss is computed as
follows

Lcoll =
1

κ

κ∑
i=1

max(−nj(vj − ĝi), δ) (6)

Similar body-garment collision loss has been used in [17,
47] and found effective in reducing the majority of colli-
sions during training.
Perceptual Losses: As mentioned in the Sec. 3, the Φ(·)
is a differentiable rendering function. It takes the predicted
garment vertices Ĝ, the texture T̂, the garment mesh faces
F, the camera C, the light L and the view as input and output
the rendered image. Next, we explain the process of com-
puting perceptual loss (PL) for the front view rendered im-
age of a deformed garment. Let IĜ,T̂,f denote the front(f)
view rendered image obtained using the rendering function
Φ(·) as shown in Eq. 7.

IĜ,T̂,f = Φ(Ĝ, T̂,F,Cf ,Lf ) (7)

Deep neural networks have been shown effective in [55] to
compare the perceptual similarity between the two images.
The perceptual losses have been proven successful in GAN
based image synthesis process [30], and in end-to-end 3D
view, synthesis [50]. Inspired by perceptual metric usage in
the image synthesis works [30, 50], we use it as a loss to
capture the perceptual similarity between ground-truth and
predicted multi-view rendered images. We use the VGG19
[42] trained on ImageNet [14] dataset for the image classifi-
cation task. We forward pass the predicted rendered images
to the VGG19 network and extract the intermediate features
maps (Γ) from the CNN layers (S = [1, 3, 5, 9, 13]). The

perceptual similarity PL(·) between the two images is the
weighted L1-loss between their intermediate feature maps.

PL
(
IĜ,T,f , IĜ,T̂,f

)
=

∑
l∈S

λl||Γl
Ĝ,T,f − Γl

Ĝ,T̂,f ||1 (8)

Where, Γl denote the lth layer feature map and λl is the
weight of the lth layer. The total perceptual loss for the
front view rendered image is given as

ℓf = PL
(
IĜ,T,f , IĜ,T̂,f

)
+ PL

(
IG,T,f , IG,T̂,f

)
(9)

The perceptual loss in Eq. 9 forces the network to pre-
dict the garment vertex texture (predicted vertex normals
via normal mapping) to be consistent with the ground truth
vertex texture in the images space. The rasterization and
the shading components of the rendering layer are differ-
entiable. Therefore the loss in the Eq. 9 is fully differ-
entiable. We collect the perceptual loss for multi-views
i.e., front(f), back(b), left(l), right(r), top(t) as Lp =∑

i∈{f,b,l,r,t} ℓ
i. We can also compute PL

(
IĜ,T̂,f , IG,T̂,f

)
or PL

(
IĜ,T,f , IG,T,f

)
, however, in our experiments, we

found the addition of these losses to the Eq. 9 does not
affect much but increases the computational overhead due
to additional renderings. However, if there is no compu-
tational constraint, one may include them in the final loss.
Note, we render both the ground-truth and the predicted gar-
ments under the same light and camera setup.
Content Losses: In addition to the perceptual loss, we also
compute the image content loss as the average L1 distance
between the ground-truth and respective predicted rendered
multi-view images. The content loss ℓfcon for the front view
rendered image is computed as in Eq. 10. We collect the to-
tal content loss in Lcon as Lcon =

∑
i∈{f,b,l,r,t} ℓ

i
con.

ℓfcon = ||IĜ,T,f − IĜ,T̂,f ||1 + ||IG,T,f − IG,T̂,f ||1 (10)

Total Loss: The total loss Ltotal to train the DeepDraper
network is the combination of the geometric, perceptual,
and content losses. The Υ in the Eq. 11 denote the weigh-
tage of the respective loss components.

Ltotal = ΥOLLOL +ΥNLLNL +ΥNRegLNReg

+ΥpLp +ΥcollLcoll +ΥconLcon

(11)

5. Experiments
In this section, we evaluate our method and compare it

qualitatively and quantitatively with the closest state-of-the-
art method TailorNet [32]. Since the inference code and the
trained model of TailorNet are publicly available at [33], we
train our DeepDraper method on the TailorNet dataset[33]
instead of Sizer [44] or CLOTH3D [6] datasets for the fair
comparisons. Similar to TailorNet, we post-process the out-
put to remove the garment intersections with the body. In
what follows, we compare DeepDraper with the TailorNet.



(a)                                                                    (b)                                                              (c)                                                            (d)

Figure 5: (a). TailorNet [32] is sensitive to the number of mixture components, refer text for detail. (b-d) Garment fitment
analysis, refer fitment analysis section for the details.

TailorNet DeepDraper TailorNet DeepDraper TailorNet DeepDraper TailorNet DeepDraper TailorNet DeepDraper TailorNet DeepDraper

Figure 6: Qualitative comparison of DeepDraper with TailorNet on a new garment style γ = [2.75, 2.6, 0.0, 0.0]. DeepDraper
generalize well on new garment styles and predicts accurate folds and wrinkles compared to the TailorNet.

5.1. Single vs Mixture Model

TailorNet’s performance depends on the shape-style spe-
cific high-frequency components. In Fig.5(a), we show re-
ducing the number of mixture components increases its per-
vertex error. Furthermore, to accurately predict the garment
deformation for the new garment style, TailorNet would re-
quire training new shape-style specific components, which
will increase the size and inference time of the TailorNet. In
contrast to TailorNet, DeepDraper does not depend on any
style or shape-specific components, hence its performance
is consistent, and generalizes well beyond the unseen gar-
ment styles, see Fig. 6.

5.2. Fitment Analysis

We compare our approach with the TailorNet in the con-
text of garment fitting. Similar to the body measurements
shown in Fig. 4(c), we compute the ground truth garments’
bust, waist, and hip circumference measurements. The re-
sult in Fig. 5(b-d) shows the mean per-vertex error against
the difference in the respective measurements of the gar-
ment and the body. The negative value on the x-axis in-
dicates the garment is tight (e.g., garment measurement on
the bust is smaller than the bust measurement of the naked
body) at the respective body parts (bust, waist, or hip). Our
method’s mean per-vertex error is consistently low com-
pared to TailorNet for both loose and tight-fitting clothes.

Furthermore, DeepDraper predicts garment deformations
consistent with the varying body height and overall body
fatness, see Fig. 7.

5.3. Performance Metrics

DeepDraper takes ∼ 10× lesser memory space and run
∼ 23× faster on GPU and ∼ 11× faster on CPU, than the
TailorNet [32]. We evaluate the run-time of both ours and
TailorNet on a laptop with Intel i7 CPU and Nvidia GeForce
RTX 2070 GPU. We want to highlight the reported time,
i.e., 1-2 ms in the TailorNet paper, was the run-time of a
batch of 21 samples [33]1. DeepDraper further reduce the
mean per-vertex error (in mm) by (∼ 4%) to 11.85, com-
pared to the TailorNet 12.32.

5.4. Generalization

To demonstrate the generalization ability of DeepDraper
methods to other garments, we train it for female pants from
the TailorNet dataset [33]. The body measurements α that
we considered are α = [m4,m5,m7,m8]. Only these mea-
surements affect the deformation of the pants. All the set-
tings remain the same as it was in the t-shirt garment. Deep-
Draper reduces the mean per-vertex error to 4.2 ( ∼ 12%),
compared to the TailorNet 4.8. We further compare the gen-

1This is clarified by the author in their official code [33] repository and
confirmed over a personal communication with the authors



  

Figure 7: DeepDraper predicts the accurate wrinkles, folds and overall fitment with respect to the body height and fatness.

Figure 8: DeepDraper’s results on a Youtube video sequence, and on unseen pose sequence from the AMASS[25] dataset.

eralization of the TailorNet and DeepDraper on unseen gar-
ment styles in Fig. 6. Also, DeepDraper generalizes well on
the unseen pose sequences and both unseen pose and body
shape. In Fig.8 we show qualitative results on unseen hu-
man body shape and poses. These visually consistent results
for unseen body shape, pose, and garment styles of multiple
garments like t-shirt and pants show the effectiveness of the
DeepDraper compared to the TailorNet.

5.5. Ablation Study

We study the effect of different loss components in Eq.
11 in the fitting and rendering of garments. Table 2 shows
the result of the ablation study. The usage of both the ge-
ometric and perceptual constraints and the conditioning on
the body measurements yield the best results.

Losses (refer Eq. 11) Mean per vertex error

LOL 12.55
LOL + LNL 12.38
LOL + LNL + LNReg 12.21
LOL + LNL + LNReg + Lp + (w/o body mmts) 12.10
LOL + LNL + LNReg + Lp + (w body mmts) 11.85

Table 2: Ablation Study

5.6. Implementation Details

We have implemented our pipeline using PyTorch [31],
and PyTorch3D [37], and train the DeepDraper network
with batch size 32 and use Adam optimizer[19]. Our MLP
has three hidden layers. We use a pre-trained VGG19
network, trained for an image classification task on Im-
ageNet dataset [14] and freeze its weights. The weights

of the VGG19 feature maps for computing the percep-
tual loss in Eq. 9 are as follows [λ1, λ3, λ5, λ9, λ13] =
[1.0/32, 1.0/16, 1.0/8, 1.0/4, 1.0]. These values are simi-
lar to those used in image synthesis works [30, 50]. We set
δ = 1e − 4 in Eq. 6. We use the PyTorch3D [37] differen-
tiable renderer and set the rasterizer image size to 64 × 64,
blur radius to 0.0 and the faces per pixel to 1. We use the
soft Phong shader with point lights. We set the initial learn-
ing rate to 1e−4, and reduce it by a factor of 0.1 after every
100 epochs up-to 1e − 7. We train the DeepDraper model
for a total of 500 epochs. We set the weightage of the loss
component ΥOL = 1e3, and of the remaining components
in the Eq. 11 to 1. Refer supplementary for other details.

6. Conclusion and Future Directions
We have presented a novel strategy for draping 3D gar-

ments over a 3D human body using a single unified garment
deformation model that learns the shared space of variations
in body shape, pose, and garment style, yielding realistic
rendering in terms of wrinkles and folds on the output gar-
ment. Unlike the existing methods we use standard body
measurement to produces better fitment. Our method gen-
eralizes well for unseen garment style, unseen human pose
sequences, and significantly improved final draping of gar-
ments compared to state-of-the-art methods. Moreover, our
method is ∼ 10× smaller and ∼ 23× faster than the closet
existing method TailorNet.
Limitations: Our method learns one garment at a time and
does not consider fabric properties. Learning a single model
for multiple garments with fabric properties will be our fu-
ture research direction.
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